
Back to School
2018-2019

Camarena Elementary School
2nd Grade
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Ms. Mizrachi - Rm. 501

Ms. Teahan - Rm. 502

Ms. Magalong/Kolbe - Rm. 503

Ms. Hackett - Rm. 504

Maestra. Escamilla - 702

Maestra. Muro - 703

Mrs. Larson - 704
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Scan here to follow along with
the slide show
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*Provide an overview of grade level standards and
expectations

�      * Answer any lingering questions 
� * Not a time to discuss individual student needs, 
this     will be done at parent-teacher conferences

Purpose
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This is an excerpt from the Wellness Policy:

"The District prohibits the use of food items in celebration
of a student’s birthday during the school day."

As a reminder, the Wellness Policy also permits "no more than two 
celebrations with food for each class, per school year, to be scheduled 

after lunch whenever possible.
All food items should be store bought, prepackaged, and/or pre-wrapped 

for food safety and food allergies."
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Monday - Thursday 
8:15-8:55 Assembly/Attendance/Morning 

meetings
8:55 - 9:15 PE
9:15 - 9:30 Independent Reading
9:30-10:20 Language Arts Shared 
REading/Writing lesson

10:20-10:35 Recess/Snack Break
10:35- 11:00 Language Arts 
(phonics/spelling/grammar)
11:00 - 12:05 Guided Reading

12:05-12:55 Lunch/Recess

1:00-1:15 Read Aloud
1:15-2:15 Math
2:15 - 2:40 Writing/Eld  

2:45 Dismissal
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Friday/Modified Days
8:15-8:30 Morning Procedures & Warm Up
8:30-8:55 Shared Reading

8:55-9:15 Short read/Writer’s Response
9:15-10:20 Guided Reading
10:20-10:35 Recess/Snack Break
10:40-11:00 - Phonics/spelling/grammar

11:00 -12:05 Math
12:05-12:50 Lunch

12:50-1:10 Read Aloud 
1:15 Dismissal
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Our School Expectations:
Be safe. Be responsible. Be respectful.

Why are we here?
TO LEARN!

How are we going to do it?
NEVER GIVE UP!

What about others?
BE NICE!
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This is a communication tool that we will 
use that will allow you to:

1. check in on daily behavior 
2. provide information on individual 

classroom activities
3. private message if needed

Class Dojo
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School Lunch or Sack Lunch?
*Students play before they eat lunch. 
*Students should bring healthy lunches and snacks.  
*No sharing food.
*Please send your child to school with a snack and/or 
lunch that they can open, close and clean up alone. 
*School lunch accounts need to be handled in the   

cafeteria.   
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District Report Card Rubric:
4: Exceeds grade level expectations

3: Meets grade level expectations
(This is the expected goal by the end of the year)

2: Approaching grade level expectations

1: Not meeting grade expectations
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Daily expectations:
Minimum of 20 minutes of reading
Memorization of math +/- facts

Weekly expectations:
Other HW will be given out weekly
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Our expectation is that all children
attend school on a daily basis. 

There is a strong correlation between 
attendance and student success.

Please call the school office to inform the school 
when your child is absent. Please stop by the 

attendance office if you are tardy.

Please arrive on time: 8:15 a.m.,
teaching begins immediately. 
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Common Core State Standards
Next Generation Science Standards

We are “In the Pit” together…. 
Productive struggle and Growth Mindset help children 

take ownership of their learning
In addition to academic standards, we are trying our best to educate 

the “whole child”. We believe that children learn quickly with love 
and support. We love your child and will do our best to provide a 

loving and caring learning environment where respect is modeled… 
and expected.
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Benchmark Advance/Adelante
Language Arts encompasses 

Reading, Writing, Listening and Speaking
Our focus is to create critical readers by 

fostering the love of reading and knowing 
that 

Reading is Thinking!
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End of Year Goals… to love reading!
2nd Grade: 85 correct words per minute

400/400 2nd Grade High Frequency words
Lexile Level 420+

***20 minutes a day***
Balance Fiction and Non-Fiction, Close reading

Many genres across curricular areas
Accelerated Reader, Benchmark Universe, Achieve3000
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Achieve3000 Single Sign on Steps

Here are the steps you need to follow in order to have your child’s sign in on achieve3000 at home:

1. Go to www.cvesd.org

2. Click on students (orange icon)

3. Enter your child’s 6 digit number for achieve login (only the first 6 digits) then add this email: 

______@live.cvesd.org

4. Click next

5. Type the same email again in on the login on the next page

6. Have your child type in their password for achieve. It should be their first initial of their name 

capitalized, their last initial of their name (NOT capitalized), and then their date of birth. Here’s an 

example of a kid named Joe Smith with a birthday of June 23, 2008: Js06232008

7. Then press sign in

8. In the search area on the left, type in “ac”

9. Click on the 3 dots on the achieve3000 icon in the right hand corner (hover to make it come up)

10. Click “pin app to launchpad”

11. Then click the achieve3000 icon.

12. This should automatically log your child on that device from now on. So please only do 
this login on a device that is your child’s or your family’s—not a publicly shared device 
because it will allow other people access to their account.

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http://www.cvesd.org&data=01%7C01%7Caudra.hackett@cvesd.org%7C9635f8fca32347bfeaa308d5fbb7bcb3%7Ce87a6e0cc08e46b2bb7345dd072baa33%7C0&sdata=6SG%2BU8goATeNE7zFDoguhC81BK6HuHhvyckg1iMWSLc%3D&reserved=0
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http://live.cvesd.org&data=01%7C01%7Caudra.hackett@cvesd.org%7C9635f8fca32347bfeaa308d5fbb7bcb3%7Ce87a6e0cc08e46b2bb7345dd072baa33%7C0&sdata=YE47Srq3eYLd7QHOZrCgRMve4pRTD6nS0/dfAOJXWzU%3D&reserved=0


3 Text Types

Narrative
Expository/Informative

Opinion

Technology Piece
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Mathematical Strategies and Practices
Engage NY and GO MATH!

Real - World connections, Conceptual Understanding, Multiple 
Representations, Explain your thinking
Number lines, Tens Frames

Part - Part - Whole, Bar Models
Numbers through 1,000

Fluency in addition/subtraction
Strong foundation in Number Sense
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*Structure and Properties of Matter

*Interdependent Relationships in 
Ecosystems

*Earth’s Systems: Processes that Shape 
the Earth

*Engineering Design

*Mystery science 
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People Who Make a Difference
Differentiate between things that happened long ago and things that happened 
yesterday. 

Map Skills
Demonstrate map skills by describing the absolute and relative locations of people, 
places, and environments. 

Laws in the US and other countries
Explain governmental institutions and practices in the United States and other 
countries.

Economy
Understand basic economic concepts and their individual roles in the economy. 
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Visual and Performing Arts is being 
provided through a grant from the state.  

Every other week, students will be given an 
opportunity to engage in a variety of 

subjects-

art, music, photography, dance, theater

VAPA 
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Through various forms of exercise 
students will meet their needs of 200 

minutes of physical activity/every 10 days.

Please make sure that your child is 
wearing proper clothing and shoes.
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2nd Grade:

http://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/cr/cf/document
s/glc2ndgradecurriculum.pdf
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http://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/cr/cf/documents/glc2ndgradecurriculum.pdf


(Possible)

San Diego Zoo
The Living Coast Discovery

Mater Dei Theater
Chula Vista Elite Training Center
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If you are interested in volunteering, please send 
your child’s teacher an email.

Current and clear T.B. test needs to be on file in 
the office before you can volunteer.

We are always looking for help copying, 
laminating, and cutting :)  

Labeling libraries is also helpful!

Go to: http://bit.ly/2noXCVB
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Parent Teacher Conferences
9/13/18 - 9/20/18
3/14/19 - 3/21/19

Fall Break- 9/24 thru 10/05
Thanksgiving Break 11-19 thru 11-23

Winter Break-12-24 thru 1-11
Spring Break 3-25 thru 4-05
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michele.larson@cvesd.org
hilda.escamilla@cvesd.org

ana.muro@cvesd.org
audra.hackett@cvesd.org
yael.mizrachi@cvesd.org

hyelin.magalong@cvesd.org
linda.kolbe@cvesd.org

rachel.teahan@cvesd.org
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mailto:michele.larson@cvesd.org
mailto:Graciela.flores@cvesd.org
mailto:Ana.muro@cvesd.org
mailto:Tiffany.inocencio@cvesd.org
mailto:Heather.delosreyes@cvesd.org
mailto:hyelin.choi@cvesd.org
mailto:lee.lidstone@cvesd.org


https://camarena2nd.wordpress.com
Important second grade info will be posted here.  
You will also find links to other blogs on this site. Please 
scan this QR code and sign up to follow our blog.
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https://camarena2nd.wordpress.com/

